Cecil Alexander Papers are Digitized and Available Online

With the generous support of the Alexander family, the Cuba Family Archives for Southern Jewish History at the Breman Museum has accomplished our goal to digitize and display online the papers of renowned Atlanta architect and activist, Cecil Alexander. The Cecil Alexander Papers are the first manuscript collection from the Cuba Family Archives to become available online.

(Cecil working at his Atlanta-based architectural firm, FABRAP Architects, Inc.)

Researchers from all over the world can now explore his military service as a dive bomber during World War II, his career as an architect helping to design such buildings as the Coca-Cola headquarters and the Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium, his involvement in the Civil Rights Movement, or his work to revise the controversial state flag of Georgia. Cecil truly influenced the physical appearance, as well as the political, social, and racial structure of the great city of Atlanta.

To access the Cecil Alexander Papers, visit the finding aids section of the Breman Museum website (www.thebreman.org). The finding aids are listed in numeric order; scroll down the page to Mss 250, Cecil Alexander Papers. The collection inventory contains all the hyperlinks to text searchable digital surrogates.